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Shaw lived with
"tell everything.1'
Peffelo. Early last night he left for
CAVALRY
Pueblo where he had been summoned
to testify in connection with the
I
strike investigation by the federal
I
TO
TO
j
TOD AY;
grand jury.
Peffelo was literally blown out of
his bed by the force of the explosion
which tore down the walls of, the
house and broke windows, blew in
doors and knocked down the chimSTATEMENTS OF CONSTITUTIONPRESIDENT STILL INSISTS UPON neys of several other buildings.
UNITED STATES MARSHAL UNHundreds of residents were awakenPASSAGE OF THE CURALISTS' AGENTS ARE NOT
ABLE TO QUELL TROUBLE
ed by the noise and concussion of
BELIEVED
RENCY BILL
AT SHiPROCK
the blast, and on the north side of
the city, bouses were shaken. Several
CCURTSMARTIAL
NOT
HELD THE PROGRAM IS ARRANGED explosions of dynamite have .taken TWO
TROOPS
REQUIRED
place recently in the vicinity of So- pris and Piedmont, but the one this
CLAIM IS MADE THAT M UN KILL- THE ADMINISTRATION SENATORS
morning is the first to do any damage. NAVAJOS ARE HIDING IN THE
COUNTRY
OF THAT
OFFICIALS
AVIAT03 HAKES 'SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT FOR SCENE
ED WERE INSTRUMENTAL
BELIEVE. THEY CAN SEE
MOUNTAINS AND MAY BE
The Piedmont mine is owned bv the
SAY THERE WILL BE NO ARMIN MADERO'S DEATH
CLEA
FIELD
Rocky Mountain Fuel company, and
HARD lO GET
ED INTERFERENCE
has been closed down since the inauguration of the strike on September
PROVED
THIS
IS
FALSE TALK OF A CAUCUS HEARD 23.
HUDSPETH
ASKED
AID Aviator McMillen Demonstrates His Ability to Deliver the GoodL- SNAPS
FINGERS
KUERTA
To Call
Court

IIRIIIFFIfiJfiNO EXCUSE.
UiUiOLUE inu
EXECUTIONS
IS BELIEF

OPPOSED

FOR WILSON

IS SENT OPENING ENGAGEMENTS OF fiREA

CONGRESS

PACIFY THE

ADJOINING

JUAREZ

INDIANS

'WAR DRAMA ARE STAGED
MOST DRfLLIANT WORK

mi

T0M00

HELD IN

Battles Are Fought on the West Side for
Fielding's Masterpiece, "The Golden God"

(

,

MEXICO

HeWill Lead Spectacular Aerial Attack on the Army of the
Populace in the Wonderful War Scenes Tomorrow
Las
Complete Program of the Day la Announced
With the
Vegans Are Asked to
Producer to Mate Picture Succcssfr.1

Military

PROVISIONAL
DEFIANCE

POLICE OFFICER WHO WAS SHOT
WAS IN EL PASO LAST
FEBRUARY

PRESIDENT SHOWS
BY

CONVENING

MANY MEMBERS
IN

OF THE

PARTY

POWER

OPPOSE THIS
PLAN, HOWEVER

THE CONGRESS
FOREIGNERS

ARE

LEAVING

THERE IS SAID, HOWEVER, TO BE
SPIR- LITTLE
IT SHOWN
Mexico City, Nov. 18. The completion of the preliminary organization
of both branches of the new Mexican

congress is regarded here as putting
the final touches to President Huer-ta'- s
defiance. Surprise was caused by
the publication of dispatches from
Washington indicating that President
Wilson does not contemplate any ac-- j
live measures to support the warning
given by John Lind to General Huerta
against permitting the new congress
to convene.
Talk of the possibility of Huerta re- signing is 'still heard, but ail the acts
and utterances of the
provisional
president are calculated to dissipate
the idea that he himself has any
such intentions. It has been suggested that Washington has been given
assurances that General Huerta will
resign after the new Mexican- congress
has ratified his acts since the dissolution of, the former congress.
Foreigners here had been keyed up
to a point at which any action promising relief from the prevailing tension
would have been acceptable. There Is
a large proportion of the native population which appears to be keenly
alive to the necessity
of bringing
end and
present conditions to an
which looks on intervention as the
only relief in' sight.
Mexican officials here seem to be
convinced that the United States Is
bluffing, and are quoted as stating
that they are satisfied there will be
no armed interference with their .affairs.
No
Spirit
A singuar fact noticeable here, and
much commented on by foreign residents, is the' continued absence of
any
spirit among the
Mexican people.
The efforts of certain native newspapers to stir up such
feeling have met with little success.
Similar efforts at the time of the
Madero revolution filled the streets
of the capital with mobs of the lower
classes led by students, who shouted
against everything American. Mexicans explain the difference in sentiment as the character of the present
controversy, which fails to enlist the
sympathy of the people.
Owing to the menacing of the town
of Orizaba by the rebels and the consequent threatening of communication
between the feedral camps and Vera
ruz, foreigners are flocking to the
coast in large numbers. They see a
possibility of being bottled up in Mex
ico City and every train to Vera Cruz
is loaded to its capacity. Colonel Ramirez, in command of the garrison at
Orizaba, is fortifying the strategic
points about the city, and. reports to
the government that he will be, able
to resist any attack by the rebels.
A battle was fought yesterday at
Ario do Resales in the state cf
between 50 federal soldiers
and 350 rebels. The rebels are said
to have withdrawn from the field after three hours fighting, leaving 22
dead and many wounded.
Only one
federal is reported killed.
Ciudad Victoria, the capital of
'reported several days ago
as captured by" 'the rebels, is alleged
in dispatches published here today to
n

El faso, Tex., Nov. 18. The statement of Roberto Vi Pesquiera, agent
of the constitutionalists in Washington, defending as legal the executions
of federals by Pancho Villa, is char
acterizedl here by Mexican federal
j
officers as positively at variance with
facts. Pasquiera Is quoted as saying
that the rebels are only executing men
found guilty by court martial of treason in participating in the uprising in
Mexico in which Madero was killed.
Colonel Enrique PortilIo one of the
men executed, was in the field with
Orozco at Casas Grandes, only 100
miles south of Juarez, at that time,
and Jose Cordoza, another victim of
the executioners, was secretary to
Pascual Orozco at Chihuahua.
Pablo Ybave, one of the Juarez policemen, was in Juarez at that time.
This is general knowledge in El Paso,
and it is also generally known that at
least five of the 14 men whom the
rebels now admit executing were not
in Mexico City at the time of the uprising, and Mexican Consul Diebold
asserts that not one of the officers
executed' 'were' In .Mexico 'City' at the
time of the uprising.

'

Federals. Advance on Juarez
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 18. Federal 3
are advancing north from Chihuahua
City in the direction of Juarez, captured by the rebels Saturday morning.
A battle took place between the
federals and the rehel rear
between
guard at Laguna, midway
Juarez and Chihuahua, last night.
Pancho Villa, captor of Juarez, admitted this today. He also admitted
losing five men killed in the battle,
but said the federals lost 35, the usual
proportion of losses confirmed by the
officer claiming the victory, regardless of which side he represents.

have been just attacked, and fighting
is said to be going an in the suburbs.
Tho garrison of the city is believed
te number 600 federals. '
No announcement
has yet been
made as to appointment of a succs-so- r
to Manuel Garza Aldape as minister of the Interior. The removal
of Querido Moheno from the foreign
ministry to that of Interior and the
appointment of Pedro Lascurlan to
the post of foreign minister, which
he filled under President
Madero,
have been discussed.
'

Cabinet Discusses Mexico

Washington, Nov. 18. Arrangement
of a program for the administration
currency bill was taken up today by
democratic senators. Chairman Owen
of the banking committee will present the bill with a divided report
tomorrow.
Talk of a democratic caucus was
revived. The suggestion was made
that if the bill as prepared by the six
administration senators of the committee were taken into a caucus and
possibly amended, probably the democratic majorit y might be bound to
support it
The steering committee conferred
but took no action. It will meet
again Thursday. The decision devel-e- d
a wide divergence of opinion on
adjournment.
At the White House it was stated
that President WTilspn was opposed to
an adjournment of congress, as he
wished continuous consideration of
the currency bill.

CAHP- -

yARSBAL'S SOME

IS BLOWN TO PIECES

sions.

Talk of a blockade of Mexican ports
revived, but high officials said
such a step had not been determined
on. Foremost advisers of the administration are counselling patience.
The report that Carranza might not
need to have the embargo on arms
lifted to Insure his success, strengthened1 the conviction of many officials
that such a step should be taken
only in a remote contingency. Confidence prevailed that the United
States might wait a few days for the
was-

-
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FOUND HE COULD NOT ROUND
UP RECALCITRANT ABORIGINES WITH

HIS FORCE

te

Washington, Nov. IS United States
Marshal Hudspeth's new request for
cavalrymen to subdue the belligerent
Navajos fortified on Beautiful mountain, near Shiprock, N. M., has been
referred by the war department to
Brigadier General Tasker H. Bliss,
commanding the border patrol. Army
officers who know the Navajos do
not expect a serious time in taking
the fugitives.
.

non-unio- n

AMERICAN IS MISSING
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 18. No trace
has beeu found in Juarez of J. H.
Francis, former Chicago alderman,
who is missing and was reported as
being south of Juarez a few days ago
when the rebels came north to attack
the border city, ft is said he started
into Juarez on the train with the reb-- i
els, but has not since been seen.
None of the dead ..were disinterred
.
,
Americans mho
in Juarez toaay
saw the bodies pileffm the Juarez cem

'

j

j

Troops Leave El Paso
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 18 Two troops
of cavalry were ordered from EI Paso
to Gallup, N, M., this morning to assist the United States marshal of
New Mexico in arresting Indians who
were threatening trouble at Shiprock,
N.'M.
The troops were ordered out by
General Bliss at San Antonio, and
will leave here this evening or tomorrow on tho Santa Fe. They go by
way of Albuquerque to Gallup and
from there, where the marshal will
meet (hern, will have a
march
overland to the soene of j!
!t.
.troops 'to rn

e tin

designated, but prouabjy
etery before interment, declare there
was no American among them. Fran-- ' wiI? be two troops from the Fifteenth
hleh recently arrived here
cavalry,
cis is not in the hospital.
OF
from Fort Meyer, Fort Sheridan and
COLO., CENTER
PIEDMONT,
STRIKE ZONE, 1S SCENE
Fort Leavenworth.
OF VIOLENT

-

j

'
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(Subject to Change)
8 a. m, Troops and mobs will assemble at aviation grounds to
participate in gigantio battle scenes. (Men employed will receive
instructions from tneir commander.)
9 a. m. First battle scenes staged.
Troop maneuvers under
command of Major L. W. Ilfeld. Labor demonstration scenes.
9:30 a. m. Volley from battery attacking revolutionists.
10 a. m. Cavalry and artillery charges.
11 a. m. Battle from the clouds.
Aviator McMillen leading
,

fleet of aerial dreadnaughts. '
,
12 m. The struggle in the streets between troops, mobs,
alry, artillery and flying quadron, under command of Aviator
M
'

.U,
i

Ml

cav-

,

Aviation grounds. The titanic struggle reaches Its culmination in the clash ofall the troops and people. In this scene
the aeroplanes and war automobiles will be used, together with the
dozens, of cannon, thousands of rifles and the bombs froni the aeroplane. Romaine. Fielding will appear In this scene leading- the
automolabor
The
revolution.
war
troops and artillery against, the
bile equipped with rapid fire guns will be seen tor the first time
la this scene, ui well as the fighting aeroplane.
4 p.
battle scenes. The grim toll of war. ' The a
,.
r . a iw. hi J b or a. .of. OoMr . Symbolic pictures, etc. .
4:30 p. m. "The World Is Free.' . Symbol! jlclure..ia which '
all people used in production, together with all the spectators, will
be photographed with hands exttended to heaven In thankfulness
at the freedom of the world from the tyrant Gold. Finis.
.

1

p. m,

...

--

.

CASE TO BE DROPPED

.

TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Trinidad, Col., Nov. 18. An explosion of dynamite early today wrecked
the home of Dominic Peffelo, camp
Washington, Nov. 18. Senate; Not
marshal at Piedmont, near here.
in
Peffelo
house
session; meets Thursday.
The attack upon the
is believed to have been directed at
Steering committee conferred on a
Jesse Shaw, a former president of currency caucus and adjourned, but
the Sopris minera' union, who, it ie reached no conclusions.
House: Not in session; meets
learned, recently was deposed and
has sin;e said to have threatened to Thursday.

Charleston, W. Va., Nov. 18. The
case of International President John
P. White and other officials of the
United Mine Workers of America under Indictment here for alleged conspiracy in restraint of trade, was not
called In the United States district
court today. It was reported that
the case, at least under the existing
Indictment, might never come to trial.

the clouds, made a short flight in the
Attention Fire!
The battle between the people and early morning carrying the camera,
man and mapped out bis aerial rcuie,
"The Golden God" has started.
Early morning saw the first of the securing the most advantageous points
troops and people engaged for the for taking scenes of the battle oik
mammoth film spectacle at the avia- land. Tho day has been Ideal for
tion grounds where the big battles flying and il tomorrow continues as.
will be staged, awaiting fhe command fair, some record breaking heights-mabe attained.
to begin the titanic struggle in Rol
Tomorrow McMillen will carry into
maine Fielding's
moving pic
the heights bombs, and drop them t
ture spectacle.
The troops, cavalry and artillery, earth among the mass of flglitiiis
Under command of Major L. W. Il- men typifying the T?afara cf IK0,.
feld, began maneuvers at 8 o'clock, The spectacular proportions of this
and a number of scenes in which the sight of the daring airman thousand
sion or sessions of the board of coun- quotes, the road overseers should have troops participated were taken.
of feet In the skies carry lag "witi him
the bombs of death, spreading la the
Elks Ensemble En Masse
ty commissioners, .possibly for the actually swung a pick or handled a
reason of collecting! an account, shovel for every day they drew "pay
The splendid spirit of the city to wake of the cloud cruiser death and
should be construed':, that the road from the county. We ''are perfectly assist and
with Mr. Field- destruction, cannot be described.
overseer was ACTUALLY ENGAGED willing to leave it to the public: to ing In the making of this wonder
Wear Old Clothes Tomorrow
IN THE SUPERVISION AND WORK judge whether or not a road over- picture is well demonstrated in the
Tomorrow, Wednesday, will,
of
OVER AND UPON THE) ROADS IN seers could have beui employed in actions of the Elks lodge from which course, be the big day when-thcity
HIS DISTRICT, therefore the above the. supervision and work over and a hundred members volunteered to wijl declare a holiday and the railclaims are made." The capitalization upon the roads and at the same time join the mob scenes, lending their roads run the excursions 'Wluca will
is as it appears in the traveling audi- have been In attendance upon a ses- strength and support. At 8 o'clock bring thousands of people to Las Yotor's report.
sion of the board of county commis- this morning the antlered ones met a gas. The principal scenes will be
This is a very able and technical sioners. The public will recall that hundred strong at the Rosenwaid staged at the aviation grounds north
traveling auditor. He objects to the the board of county commissioners Is store and under command of Exalted of the Plaza and along the streets of
road overseers attending a meeting the body that employs the road over- Ruler
W. J. Mills march- the "old town," although to gain tm
of the board of county commissioners seers and gives them orders;' that the ed to the aviation grounds north of aspects of a more modern city tho
and drawing pay for their time. He road overseers work under the direc- the Plaza, where the spectacle is be- cavalry charges likely 'will be rim
calls attention to the fact that the tion of the board. The public will ing stagedthrough, the principal streets of the
law provides a maximum remunera- also appreciate the fact, that a road
The sight, of the most prominent "new town." At least $10,000 worth
tion of $3 per day for road overseers, overseer could have been engaged in citizens in tiiis city, lawyers, doctors, of powder, bombs and explosives will
but he very carefully omits to state very important road work and still merchants, manufacturers, stopping be used tomorrow, an3 ft 3 smoke-frowhat he must have found to be the have been in attendance upon the
their motor cars, elf tries and from this, together with tha dart from
fact if he audited the affairs of this board of county commissioners,
carriages and joining the mots, play- - the troops and cavalry, will wre5t
The mere statement of this charge ing their small parts in the gigant ic havoc on good clothes, so It is
county, l. e., that the board of county
commissioners were considerate of of Howell Earnest's Is a sufficient
with tho full enthusiasm of; vised that everyone attending wear
the taxpayers and paid the road bver- - refutation of the nasty, dirty and
boys is almost beyond credulence.
only their old or work clothes.
the! liberate slur that he has attempted to
$2.50 per day less than
thousand men who re-- !
The stv-ra- l
Cavalry Dash' Through Streets
amount they could have paid had they east upon this county., It Is almost 'gistered for the mob scenes were as-- j
Tu vondsrful cavalry and infantry
been the extravagant rascals that too ridiculous to warrant taking up sembU'd a:, the K. rtomero Hose and charges
planned by Romaine- FWdinsr
Earnest tries to make them out to be. this space in replying to it and we Fire company's station and at 8:30 to augment ttso
epectaeul.ir pronor-o'cioc- k
Earnest's charge, in this instance, apologize for doing so. After all
they moved to the aviatirm j tions of the battle
wfil. e
is that because the road overseers though, the argument of a fool Is grotmds. The cannons were taken
r laue, icnu
cording (o tho
were in attendance upon the sessions harder to answer than that of a wise from the Lubin studio to the grounds, the aviatk-crounds about. rm,.
of tho board of county commission- man; anj that is our real reason for followed by the ammunition wa;;ci:a, j
charging down the Po
ers they could not possibly have been devoting this answer to Mr. Earnest's and tiie trucks carrying the thousands riaza amid the thousii
also actually engaged la the supervi- road Overseer charge, nig charge is of rules, saores,
pistols, maumg an ?lln; tree-- 3 "r'i pnnnn
sion and work over and upon the the argument and charge of a fool impressive procession that brought house
tops 11, jK'pti'ri'
roads of the county. Mr.
and WO want to Ehow tho public just
rfe to the minds of veterans
tho the cavalry Tr.h
incompedestrian mind must conceive that what kind of a narrow-mindereal days of war.
the
pnd
in order to come within the language petent Governor MoTVronbl has nlncd
Aviator Ascends With Camera
and spirit of the law from which he in the traveling :uhiitor's nf.lc?.
Av'ater McMillen, tb
uv;i of
five-ree-

THE TRAVELING AUDITOR'S REPORT ON
THE FINANCES OF SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
The traveling auditor's report is a
sour.ee of never ending joy, now that
we. have gone into itj(at some length
and ascertained that every charge In
been beclouded by excessive
partisanship and prompted by a desire to report on what the auditor ex
pected to find but did not. It is' easy
to answer in every particular and by
this time we know that the public is
in a very Impatient frame of mind
with both Governor McDonald and
his personal political
As an example of how futile' and
childish are the charges of Mr. Earnest, we refer today to a charge on
page 35 of the report. It is as follows, beginning with a statement of
law:
"Eahc road over seer shall receive as
to be fixed by the board of county
compensation for his services a sum
commissioners, not exceeding three
dollars per day, for each day'B service rendered as such road overser,
to be paid out of the road fund in
the county treasury belonging to the
respective districts. Such compensation shall only be paid upon the filing
of tho verified account, mentioned in
Section 34 hereof, and a day's services as such road overseer is hereby
defined to be a day in which said
road overseer is actually engaged in
the supervision and work over and
upon the roads in his district," And
the traveling auditor facetiously adds
the following comment: "It Is hardy
conceivable that atleuding the ses

it has

"

PROGRAM

TOMORROW'S

DEED

r.

Washington, Nov. 18. President
Wilson and the cabinet met today
and discussed latest phases of the
Mexican situation. Over-nigdevet
no
opments
apparently
brought
change, but keen Interest was shown
In the organization of the new Mexi
can congress. Soma officials were
Inclined to believe that eody would
heed the warnings of the United
States and take no action on conces-

The arrival, here tnis morning of
Colonel E. J. Boughton, judge advocate, who has been conferring "several days in Denver, has given rise
to the belief that a military court for
the trial of all persons charged with
law violation in connection with the
coal strike, will convene In a 'few
days'. Plans are how being held in
abeyance, pending a final decision by
Governor Amnions, who Is reported
to be unwilling at present to allow
the civil court to be superceded.
Seven union miners, arrested Sat- urday night by the militia for board
ing a street car and attacking four
miners, were given a hearing in police court this morning and
released with a small fine.
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We have had no many Inquiries lately
Kczema ami other skin
that we are glad, to make our
answer public. After careful investigation we have found that a simple wash
of Oil of Wintergreen. as compounded
In I). P
Vrescriptton, can be relied
upon. We would not make this state- CENTENNIAL STATE MAKES CONTO
ANXIOUS
IS
FRENCH REPUBLIC
ment to our patrona, friends and neighTRIBUTION TO MONUMENT TO
bors unless we were dure of It and
GIVE PEOPLE PROPER
Ecalthough there are many
LINCOLN
unzema remedies sold, we ourselves
TITLES
hesitatingly recommend D. D. D. Prescription.
Masons have just finished setting in
is
I), op Into our store today, Just to talk
Paris, Nov. .18. Official etiquette
over the merits of this wonderfuLfrt)-soriptiothe Washington monument Colorado's
in
republicobserved as punctiliously
E. Las Vegas, N. M. contribution to the shaft in memory
an France as in the court of the most K. D. GOODALL,
of Abraham Lincoln.
the
It is a beautiand
In
Europe,
absolute monarch
o'clock. Fortune belongs to the early ful specimen of the Colorado Yule
authorthe
supreme
is
who
statesman
ot social and of- riser." ,At noon, "Kat to live, not live marble, the Bame material which has
ity on all questions
finds
his post most to eat. Remember that alcohol is a been selected for the two million dol
ficial procedure
which leads to Bickness, lar Lincoln memorial to be placed on
He is called the chief of slow poison
difficult.
and an early grave." The the bank of the Potomac
madness
just west of
the protocol, and the last incumbent,
be- clock phonograph could also be used the monument.
to
resigned
has
M. Mollard,
just
official
making! important!
This marble comes from within the
come French minister to the court of jfor
In
National forest, which furnishbeen
Sopris
has
he
Since
LuxembougT.
ed a large part of the timber used in
bethe "Protocol" M, Mollard has
One of the most famous works of the
quarrying operations. The maincome the most decorated man In Eu-
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fiREAT CARE

TUESDAY,

t.

n.

p

1

EXTRA SHOE SPECIAL

Women's Coats at Thanksgiving Prices
$31.50
23.50
19.50
14.50

Our entire stock of Women's
Tan, Russian brown, Buckskin
Shoes, Including the newest
and best models of the season,
14 and 16 buttons, combining
style, quality and comfort to a
haximum degree; worth $3.50
to $5.00 a pair; special for this
$2.95
sale

$27.25
19.75

to $37.50 garments for
to 27.50 garments for
to 22.50 garments for
to 18.00 garments for

13.65

-

Exclusive Styles In Women's Suits

he the great French painter, Jacques tenance of timber supplies for this
Footwear of Merit
David, has been missing ior nearly a and for other
.$29.00
quarries and mines is,
$32.50 to $45.00 Shits for..
hundred years, and the problem of its
in the
"Baby Doll" models
22.50
according to forestry officials, an im
27.50 to 31,50 Suits for.
whereabouts is an artistic mystery
the
offer
"Restshu"
styles
18.75
portant part of their work. It will
21.00 to 25.00 Suits for
which has appealed to the imaginacomfort for
greatest
possible
be
their
to
aim, they say,
tion of many well known members of always
the feet wide, roomy toe, very
maintain a supply of timber for this
world.
is
The.
Paris
art
the
flexible soles and neat stylish
picture
local demand as an aid in the de
now believed to have been traced' to
appearance make them
-- $3.00
to $3.50 WAISTS FOR $2.50 $1.50 LACE WAISTS for 98c
$6.50 to $7.50 WAISTS FOR $4.75
of one of Colorado's great
velopment
in
the old chateau Qf
ially desirable. They come in
takes the army and navy have sup- the Nievres. According to this story resources, of which Governor Am
patent leather with cloth tops
the
at
came
to Washington to
pressed all forms of saluation
or all gunmetal
the painting was placed In an oak mons, wbo
$4.00
end of letters. But even so the prac box and sealed up in one of the cha arrange for the placing of the stone,
tice is not uniform; in the army cne teau'si walls. But not even the pres is very proud.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
The stone itself will present a rec
MILLINERY AND RIBBONS
says: My general, my colonel, etc., ent owner of the chateau, M. Annlson
2
4
face
whereon
captain,
tangular
admiral,
some
feet,
by
while in the navy,
very
$1.00
du Perron, has the slightest clue as
All women' and children's trimmed hats, Including
124c Outing flannel, 12 yards for
of
name and seal of the state are in1.00
etc., suffice. Before the separation
Dress Ginghams, 12 yards for
to just where it may be.
desirable Gage models, all this season's stock at
12c
scribed together with the year in
55
wool
church and state in France, the most
75c
The picture represents Michel
all
per
yard
Eponge,
FOURTH
OFF
ONE
as he which the state was admitted. It is
size
.90
delicate problem which ever conto
Count
$1.10
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THE PRESENT

CZAR
LY DIE WITHOUT

WILL LIKE
A MALE

SUCCESSOR

London, Nov. 18. The Russian dynasty Is In Imminent danger of dying
out and the present Emperor Nicholas is likely to be the last of the
Romanoff s to otccupj) the imperial
throne, according to a writer in "Free
Russia," a newspaper appearing here.
He says:
"The young Alexis, ithe emperor's
incurenly eon, is Buffering from an
the
of
tuberculosis
disease
able
can
be
and
said
only
is
it
bones,
The
months
longer.
a
few
kept alive
emperor himself has become the victim of fits of melancholy. His consort, the unfortunate empress, is still
nersuffering acutely from a complete
vous breakdown. The question arlBes,
therefore, who will be the heir to
Nicholas the Second1, or will he be
the last of the autocrats of Russia?
The daughters of Nicholas cannot ascend the throne because faul I, who
hated his august mother, Catherine
the Great, made a law whereby- it be
came impossible for a woman to
reign in Russia. Therefore, in case of
the demise of Nicholas II, the throne
should fall to his brother Michael.
But this is hardly possible, since he
has renounced all his rights and has
married morganatically a Russian
lady with whom he lives very happily far from court intrigues."
The writer then discusses the grand
duUes, but finds insuperable objections to all of them.
-

Miss Christabel Pankhurst, who di
rects, from her exile in Fans, tne
campaign of the militant suffragettes
in England, is after all only a recent
recruit to militancy, as time is measured in politics in England. Somebody has been turning up speeches
made by Miss pankhurst no longer
she
ago than 1905, and it is found
adthe
then
against
ranged herself
vocates of militancy. It was at a
conference of the independent labor
was a
party, at which. Miss Pankhurst
delegate, and a resolution had been
brought forward "extending sympathy
to the citizens of East Ham in their
refusal to administer the education
act on account qf the unfair incidence of the rate." There were
speeches for and against the resolution and then Miss pankhurst, "while
i
sympathy with the resolution, was
of opinion that it would be safer to
use constitutional means."
The latest step in the new" camsuffrapaign which the
gists will wage this winter in the
British Isles, is the formation of an
alliance with the Church of England.
The new alliance starts work with
the blessing of six bishops and efforts
will be made to get a formal pronouncement from the church of its
altitude towards the question of equal
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real motive, however, on the part of
A Heglected CcIJ Often
the timber and waterpower interests
and of the legislators working hand
Aiiects the Lusss
in hand with them has nothing to do
Many serious eases of Throat or Lung
can be directly traced to a coub
with the sovereign rights of the Trouble
r cold which baa been necleeted. If
tnae a cougn persist in
notice
states. The big timber and waterpowJ'ou to you take waruW
If you neglect
er interests, realizing the difficulty of trying
to atop this supposed trivial trouInter beeome at1uub
and
throat
ble
the
obtaining concessions from the fedtested. In many cases Eeknian's Alterative has been the means of bringing perURGED
eral government, want the forest and
manent relief. Investigate this case:
water conservation removed from the
Saratoga, N. Y.
"Gentlemen: For five or six years I
control of the national government,
was troubled with cough and expectoration. I also had a high fever. My case?
FOR
BOOSTERS
GOVERNMENT believing that it will be easier for
was declared Lung Trouble by niy physician. I was given Cod Liver Oil, Creothem to obtain what they want from
CONTROL GATHER IN WASH
sote and other medicines, all without
the legislative bodies of the various
INGTON TODAY
benefit. At Christmas time, 1006, I was
H.
not expected to live. Calling Dr. K.Eekstates. The legislatures
favor the
McCarthy, he advised the use of exwith
took
I
which
Alterative,
Washington, Nov. 18. In view of plan, which would open the door to nian's
I have gained in weight.
cellent results.
I go out In all weathers and have had no
the generally recognized fact that the extensive grafting opportunities.
cough or cold whatever. I give these
conservation problem has reached a
facts to encourage others to use Eckman's
President Wilson, who delivered an
critical stage in. Its development the address on the occasion of the open-- , Alterative."
JAS. W. KANALT.
(Affidavit)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
fifth national conservation congress, ing of the congress, strongly favors
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
which convened here today for a ses national control of the natural remany years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
sion extending over three daysv prom sources of the country and it is. eviBronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Btublwrn
tUe system.
Colds and in upbuilding
ises to be the most important ever dent that he will lend his full supContains no narcotics, poisons or hah
booklet
Ask
for
telling
drugs.
held In this country. Every state In port to the conservation congress in
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Pa., for eviPhiladelphia,
Laboratory,
the union is represented by delegates Its fight against the opposing elements.
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
appointed by the. respective governors One of the problems to be considered and E. .
Murphey and Central Drug
to
their number there by the congress Ja the question of
and in addition
CoGmpany.
are many other delegates representing more strongly and better organize
state and national organizations in the national conservation movement
tion and of the department of agricul
some way Interested in the subject of throughout the country so as to esture, which shows by photographs,
the conservation of the national re- tablish perfect harmony In the work.
maps, models and actual objects and
sources.
The congress this year will revert appliances the various methods used
Charles 1 Pack of Indiana, presi- to the consideration principally of in guarding the great national for
dent of the congress, at the opening forestry and water power subjects. est reserves, preventing forest fires,
session today clearly pointed out that At the first meeting of the conserva- removing dead timber, protecting
the conservation movement is facing tion congress at Seattle, In 1909, these wild game, etc. Special exhibits will
at present its greatest danger In the subjects were taken up. When the show scenes- on the great grazing resopposition to the federal control of second congress was taken up at St. ervations in the west, which are
the national resources, which is act- Paul the following year the public growing of greater Importance every
ive in many states. Certain corpo- land question was the principal Issue. year.
rations and private interests have The Kansas City meeting In 1911
The question of Increasing the area
started a movement to remove con- was devoted1 to the subject of soil fer- of the grazing lands under the control
servation from the control of the fed- tility, and human life and vital re of the national government will come
eral government and to transfer it to sources were the Issues of the con- up for consideration during this conthe state governments and it seems ventlon at Indianapolis last year. At gress and among those who will dethat, for purely selfish reasons, many the session begun today the congress liver addresses upon that subject
members of state legislatures strongly will revert to the consideration of and take part in the debates will be
favor their plan and are determined forestry and water power questions.
Franklin K. Lane, secretary of the
to make a strong fight, basing their
In connection with the congress an interior; David F. Houston, secretary
opposition upon their interpretation exhibition Is held under the auspices of agriculture; Lindley M. Garrison,
of the principle of states' rights. The of the National Conservation assocla- - secretary of war; Senators Newlanda,
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Gentle Baby Laxative Will Quickly
Relieve the Usual Cause of

the Trouble

ROMANOFFS

18,

CONSERVATION OF

RUSSIA'S THRONE
HAY BE LOST

NOVEMBER

It is often difficult to tell just what
is the matter with a crying, peevish
baby or child too young to express its
feelings In words, but as a general
rule the mother will find that there

'

Is a tendency to constipation, which
has brought on a headache or nervousness. The little one haa no pain, but
feels "out of sorts."
The first thing to try is a family
remedy containing good1 but mild laxative properties, . and many mothers
will say that their choice would be
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers keep It in the house
for such emergencies, among whom
may. be mentioned Mrs.. John Kirch,
Jr., 1527 Abstract Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa. She has been giving it successfully to little Walter, whose picture
we present at three months, when. he
weighed 14 pounds. He la a healthy,
laughing youngster today and Mrs.
Kirch gladly gives Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsia credit It saves many)
an illness and many a large doctor
bill, for by administering It promptly
when the first symptoms of Illness
are noticed It prevents a serious ailment.
It Is so pleasanttasting that no
child will refuse it, and as it does not
gripe, the child is glad to take it
again. A bottle can be obtained of

WALTER

llilBka
J. KIRCH

any druggist for fifty cents or one
dollar, the latter being the size bought
by families already familiar with its
merits. Results are always guaranteed or money will be refunded.
Syrup Pepsin is for all the family
from, infancy to old age, and because
of its mildness families should prefer
it over all other remedies. It is absolutely safe and reliables You will
never again give cathartics, pills, salts
or such harsh physics, for they are
usually unnecessary, and1 in the case
of children, women and elderly peo
ple are a great shock to the system,
and hence should be avoided.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and address on it will do.

juvenile offenders appearing before1
various courts .throughout the country, who are given the choice of joining the Commonwealth or going to a
reform school.
The system of se'f government is
working smoothly. The most exciting criminal case in the brief history
of the Commonwealth arose when two
boys ran away. They were captured
and placed on trial before a court
boy and
composed of an
a mixed jury of boys am girls. Found
guilty, the runaways were sentenced
to be treated as babies since they
had not shown the sound judgment
required of citizens of the Commonwealth.
Two boys were appointed
nurses and the culprits were fed on
bottles and bathed more in one day
than they had ever been in their
brief lives before. After two days of
this treatment the criminals begged
for mercy, promising to be model citizens in the future.
.,
,

.

It would seem that London is becoming a gayer city from the list of
applications for music, dancing and
stage play licenses which the London
county council will deal with at the

AMERICAN STUDENTS
Worcester, Mass., Nov. IS A three
days' conference on Central and
SOUTH

South America was opened at Clark
University today. Notable among the
visitors was John Barrett, director
union.
general of the
Others in attendance were diplomaan
tic representatives of the
of
a
number
promrepublics,
inent educators and many South
American students who are attending
American universities. Today's session was devoted to the consideration
of educational conditions in the various American countries and the common interests of student

-

i

Burton and Hake Smith and probably
other government officials. The ques-tio- n
of rural credits will also form
the subject of discussion at one of
the sessions and will be discussed by
speakers of national reputation and
experience in financial matters. Another subject which will be brought
to the attention of the congress wilt
be the enormity of the losses by fire
not only in the country where fire
protection is always more or lesa
primitive, but also in large and small
cities. The taking up of this subject
has been seriously urged by the national board of fire underwriters.
A Hint to Young Mother
"When my children show the slightest symptoms of being croupy I give
them Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
and when have a cough or cold on
the hinga I take it for a few daya
and am soon rid of the cold," writes
Mrs. Clay Fry, Ferguson Sta., Mo.
The first symptom of croup is hoarse-nees- ,
give Chamberlain's- Cough Remas
sopn as the child becomes
edy
hoarse and1 it will prevent the attack.
This remedy contains no narcotic.
For sale by all dealers.r-Ad- v.

NEW MAYOR INSTALLED
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 18. John H.
Buschemeyer, who was elected mayor
of Louisville two weeks ago, was Inducted Into office- - today, succeeding
William O. Head. Both the new mayor and his predecessor are democrats.
More Bottles Sold Each year
It is easy to understand why an
FoIncreasing number of bottles of is
Compound
Tar
and
ley's Honey
Edsold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286
ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
rem-ed- y
has always proven an effectivein the
tickling
relieving
quickly
with
co.h
throat, and stopping the
ScWt..-anno bid after effects. O. G. Adv.
Red Cross Drug Store.

Latin-Americ-

(fr

"1

SMALLPOX AND DIPHTHERIA
There is less dread of these
now than formerly, because ev
erybody knows they can be prevented,
one by vaccination, the other with antitoxin. You can keep from having
colds, grippe, bronchitis, penumonia,
catarrh, typhoid fever, rheumatism,
and other dangerous cold weather ailments, if you vut your system into
a proper healthy condition to resist
diseases

annual licensing meeting. The
disease.
reach nearly GOO, indicating
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion helps the
that there is one flcense for every ibody
f
produce substances which
7,500 persons. Moving pictures have,
the Growth of disease cerms in
of course, made the figures so large,
gygtem
thug
puttIng
More suburban theaters, however, are
into a healthy condition to resist disapplying for music hall licenses, ease. It will help you get well and
showing that something with more strong if you have any of the above
variety than the ordinary legitimate diseases, or other diseases. It is very
performance is required to compete good for children
just at this season
them healthy
make
many applications for- music and
reslst coliJ
t0
and
8tr0ns
successf"y
dancing licenses for West end hotels
Biiifrage.
and restaurants, where the tango teas weatner aliments
There's direct benefit to you in ev
and
ragtime concerts are still in
The Little Commonwealth, organized favor.
ery ingredient in Rexall Olive Oil
tere by George Montagu (a former
Emulsion. The four Hypophosphites
member of parliament, whose , wife
The pushcart vendors of the ,Ea.t it contains are used by leading phywas Miss Alberta Stiirgess of New end
district of Whltechapel are look- sicians everywhere in debility, weakYork), after a close study of the
to disease, to
ing forward to representation in the ness and liability
George Junior republic at Freeville, house of commons
Purest Olive
themselves.
themstrengthen
one
of
by
New York, is now in successful opThe constituency is repre- Oil, one of the most nutritious, most
selves.
eration on an old estate donated for
foods known,
being
sented by Sir Stuart Samuel, a liberal,
the purpose in Dorset Only 13 boys who, it is
with the hypophosphites, gives
taken
a
will
be
given
expected,
and girls are in residence, but more
before the. next general elec- rich tissue nourishment through the
will be taken as soon as the neces- peerage
tion.
The
costermongers, as the blood to the entire system.
sary cottage can be completed. The street vendors are called here, intend
Tou who are weak and
edtjen)s! lare jseloured from among
to take advantage Qf this to nominate and you who are apparently well now,
a candidate of their own, who will be but are liable to suffef from various
independent of both great parties, and cold weather ailments, use Rexall
will particularly look after their in- Olive Oil Emulsion to get and keep
FrI
terests.
well and strong. For the tiredout,
John Raphael, "Brother Jack Ranervous, emaciated or deA Duty that Every Man Owes to Thoa phael," as he is affectionately called, bilitatedthe convalescing growing
who Perpetuate the Race.
the honorary secretary of the Whlte- children aged people it is a sensible
chapel and Spitalflelds Costermon- aid to renewed strength, better spirgers' and Street Sellers' union, is its, glowing health.
mentioned. He Is a man of proRexall Olive Oil Emulsion king of
nounced views and strong personality. the celebrated Rexall Remedies is
He has always taken a prominent part for freedom from sickness of you and
In the' politics of his district, and has
,
conPleasant-tastingyour family.
been a supporter ef the liberal cantaining no alcohol or dangerous drugs
so that If ho is chosen the
It is Just as important thnt men should didates,
you'll be as enthusiastic about it as
him.
know of progressive methods hi advance of liberals' are likely 'to support
we are when you have noted its
motherhood.
The suffering, pain and dis- His union Is the dominating factor in
,
tress Incident to
can be easily
strengthening, Invigorating, building-upavoided by having at hand a bottle of the situation and the members have
If
It
effects.
g
Mother's Friend.
that if "Brother Jack" con- does not
This is a wonderful, penetrating, exter- promised
help you, your money will be
nal application that relieves all tension sents to stand1 substantial financial
to you without argument.
back
given
upon the muscles and! enables them to expand
will be forthcoming and that
Sold In this community only at our
without the painful strain upon the liga- support
barrows
and
ments. Thus there Is avoided all those ner- any number of donkey
store The Rexall Stare one of more
vous spel Is ; the tendency to nausea or mornpony carts will be available on pollthan 7,000 leading drug stores in the
ing sickness Is counteracted, and a bright,
sunny, happy disposition Is preserved that ing day to take votes to the booths. United
States, Canada and Great Brireflects wonderfully upon the character and
tain. E. G. Murphey, corner Sixth and
temperament of the little one soon to open
Its eyes In bewilderment at the Joy of his
Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Douglas Sta., East Las Vegas, N. M.
You can obtain a" bottle of
arrival.
Torment thousands of people daily. -- Adv.
"Mother's Friend" at any drug store at
tt.OO, and It will be the best dollar's worth Don't be one of these sufferers when
you ever obtained.
It preserves the moth, for so little cost you can get well rid
er's health, enables her to make a quick of
the cause. Foley Kidney Fills n
and complete recovery,, and thus with rethe bowels when they fail
their good work from the very to Regulate
newed strength she will eagerly devote
HERBINE is an
move
herself to the care and attention which first dose.
They exert so direct an admirable properly.
bowel regulator. It helps
mean so much to the welfare of the child. action on the kidneys and bladder
Write to the Uradfield Regulator Co., 129
that the pain and torment of back- the liver and stomach and restores a
Lamar BIdg., Atlanta, Ga., for their valurheumatism and kidney trouble fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
ache,
able and instructive book of guidance for
Is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Get a bottle of Mothexpectant mothers.
Adv.
er's Friend
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
pre-Iven-
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remote, perhaps, and she also would
be apt to follow England's lead. As
a result of Mr. Asquith's informal but
very significant attitude. It will be
practically impossible for Huerta to
obtain financial support in Europe,
must
without which his position
CO.
eventually fail. At this writing the
outcome of Mexican affairs shows deA very
cided signs of improvement.
has
toward
important
adjustment
step
Editor.
been gained by the alignment of Europe on the side of the United States,
so that Mexico now Btands without a
friend of importance,, and Huerta
must sooner or later submit to the

AILY OPTIC

M. PADGETT

,

which is now sadly waning,

EMBER

will not

again revive until the next congressional election, has reversed the pernicious influences against which in
dustry is now contending. Unless the
rule of reason supersedes the present
rule of prejudice there will be a further business depression before very
long and many hands will lose emFor this our various legisployment.
latures will be held responsible by
the voters a year hence. There is no
mistake about which way the political winds will blow ere long without
general business conditions soon
change for the better.
Taking all In all the financial outlook is more or less perplexing, but
begins to look more like clearing up.
There has beenr as explained above,
some improvement in fundamental
conditions, and as the Mexican situation, shows more positive improving
tendencies, we may soon expect a
fair recovery in values. For the present, however, financial operations
should still be conducted upon a conservative scale. -

BATTLE SCENE iS

REALISTIC IN
EXTREME

Bulk

$7.S07.75; heavy $7.657.80;
packers and butchers $7.557.80;
lights $7.457.70; pigs $67.25.
Market
Cattle, receipts 15,000.
steady. Prime fed steers $S.509.25;
dressed beef steers $6.758. 40; western steers $G.258.50;
southern
steers $57.50; cows ?4.106.75;
heifers $5. 259; stackers and feeders $5.407.75; bulls $56.75; calves

Gorham Sterling
Silver
The World's StcxndoLrd

$G.5010.25.

act

TAUPERT'S

;

-

n

wood-staine-

1913.

FIELDING DEMONSTRATES THAT
Sheep, receipts 900. Market steady.
; HE MEANS "GOLDEN GOD" TO
Lambs $6.607.25; yearlings $4.50
BE A CLASSIC
5. DO; wethers $4.255; ewes $3.50
4.50.
No ucene recorded by
the, pen of
Victor Hugo, no chapter from the
French Revolution, can surpass In NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Nov. 18. 'In spite of, inaction, in thrill or in human interest
creasing dullness, prices were well
the sceno renm-rim- l
this
'iheld up to the higher level reached

Entered at the postofflco at East Inevitable.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans
Another important aid to Improver
mission through the United States meut is the
partial clearing up of the
mails as second class matter.
Condimoney situation In Europe.
V,,in. Fielding s battery of earner
tions in Paris have distinctly Improved; suficiently so at least to facilitate
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
nii'j' i uu UIV tvettL Blue,
usually quiet and- - almost deserted.
the placing of the new French loan,
Dally, by Carrier
was transformed into the
t'er Copy
$ .05 which no longer causes any uneasibattling
place of humanity against organized
One Week
.15 ness. Our abstention from further imwealth. Those who witnessed the
One Month
.65 ports of gold at this time, when the
.
One Year
staging of the pageant or who parti
7.50 foreign trade situation favors us, has
cipated in it could not help feeling
also given a sense of relief in London,
Dally, by Mall
as though they were a part of a real
HENRY CLEWS.
$6.C0 where it was feared that the Bank of
Ope Year,
Q
instead of a motion-fictio3.0C England rate might be advanced in
Six Months
drama.
The
Church street rises gradually from
Optic
with
order to prevent American purchases
acknowledges
of gold. Moreover, the great banks thanks the receipt of "Distinguished the North school building to a point
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of England, France
and Germany Men of Philadelphia and Pennsyl- directly in front of the residence of
GROWER
vania," a publication by the Philadel- Rev. Father Paul Gilberton.
The
One Year
$2.00 have succeeded in fortifying their rePress. The book contains short street is narrow and is flanked on
phia
much
a
of
factor
Months
serves,
Six
importance
1.00
considering the recent strain upon blograhpical articles concerning many either side by houses. The rofs of
accomthese buildings were covered
with
European finances, which is evident- prominent Pennsylvanians,
(Cash in Advance for Mall
panied by their pictures. Reference men and boys armed with hand grenly subsiding.
books of tils kind are of practical ades, while the
Subscriptions)
thoroughfare itself
Still another element to be consid- - value to
Remit by check, draft or money
newspapers, and the Press is waB filled wlth men
brandiahing Wnd.
order. If sent otherwise we will not led is the very low price at which to be congratulated upon the excel
and
other
geons
primitive
weapons.
be responsible for loss.
many good investment securities are lence of its work.
'
the
with
Simultaneously
firing by
ot
a
few
are
on
stocks
free
good
Specimen copies
application. selling,
the mob of a frame building at the
now quoted at or near the level of
MENDEL DEILISS
head of the street, a company of inALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT the panio of 1007. We have had durACQUITTED
under command of Captain
EXPIRATION OF TIME
fantry,
ing the past year a continuous and
Morrison
and First Lieutenant
PAID FOR
George
severe though gradual liquidation. In
The accusation of ritual murder J. D.
into the street
Powers,
charged,
we
slow
have
a
brief,
experienced
against Mendel Beiliss of Kieff is an and raked the mob with rifles; The
Advertisers are guaranteed the
panic, and without any serious disas- old, old story. It goes back to the
largest daily and weekly circulation ter. There is some contraction in
cavalry troop, consisting of 97 men
crudes paganism; to the Druid's hu- and
of any newspaper In northern New the volume
three officers, under the comof business, but thus far man sacrifices; to the fabled Roman,
Mexico.
of Major
mand
W. Ilfeld,
Ludwig
there has been no serious shrinkage
leaping into a gulf that demanded a charged into the street, driving the
in consumption, and the remarkable victim; to the unlettered
savages who
TELEPHONES
manner in which railroad traffic is walled up slaves in the abutments of mob, which numbered about 2,000, beSusiness Office
Main 2
fore their sabres. The infuriated citisustained proves that there has been bridges or the corner-stone- s
News Department
of build zenry and
Main 9
they appeared genuinely
no serious impairment in our varied
ings to appease spirits of evil and
national activities. The latest gov- avert disaster. To ascribe such sac- infuriated in spite of the fact that
NOVEMBER ' IS, 1913.
TUESDAY,
the battle was not the real thing,
ernment report shows that the corn rifices to
any religious rite or body is shook their fists in defiance and
had been underestimated, and preposterous. The
crop
prosecutor is the hurled their clubs at the soldiers'
M(IX)XAU AN! UAKNEST that the total
yield will amount to pagan, the accuser is the
'
heads. Then thev retreated.
about 2,500,000,000
bushels, which
Responsibility for the ridiculous added to the amount left over will savage, the rabble calling for blood
The explosion' of dynamite in the
are the jungle
the
and asinine charges that have been
burning buildings and the reverbera
leave an, abundant supply of that would-bmurderers.
brought against San Miguel county
tions of the rifles in the streets gave
both for home and exvaluable
cereal
Neither in Jewish nor in Christian the battle a most realistic
officials belongs either with Governor
accompaniMcDonald or with his appointee, Mr. port purposes. One more event which rites did such sacrifices ever form a ment of noise.
Howell Earnest, the traveling auditor. may eventually work out for good was part. For the credit of humanity, the
Aviator's Perfect Flight
Mr. Earnest has been shown to be the granting of an Increase in wages west emphatic protests against Kieff's
the battle on Church
Preceding'
to trainmen. These demands were survival of barbarism have come from
completely incompetent. jrhere is not
a mob scene was enacted on
street,
not
justified by existing conditions; high Catholic prelates and from noted
a charge of his that this paper has
the hill west of the' court house unyet touched upon that has not van hence, the award was less than ex teachers of Protestant faiths.
der
the direction of Romaine FieldIts
effect, however, will be to
ished into air as thin as the substance pected.
It is only in ignorant despotic Rus- ing. As a
o this scene Aviator
in
the
railroads
a
better
place
contained in the brain cavity of Mr.
posi sia, the Russia of the knout and the McMillen part
a perfect flight with
made
Earnest's head. Every one of them tion for demang an increase in freight Siberian mines and the venomous,
his
bombs at the
biplane,
hurling
rates.
most
Even
the
antiviolent
has been shown to be unfounded in
provocative police, that members of a
fact Any employe of a business man railroad individuals must admit, un bar association could he prosecutea assembled mob. McMillen's machine
worked well, which indicates that it
who would
conduct his employer's less reason has completely deserted in the very capital for protesting
business as inefficiently as Earnest them, that the railroads will have to against such prostitution of legal pro- is tuned up and ready for the heavy
work it will be called upon to do In
secure compensation for cess, or that a
has conducted the San Miguel county somehow
supposedly Christian tho biggest scene: of "The Golden
these
investigation for Governor McDonald,
heavy additions to expenses, if "Society of the Double-HeadeEagle" God," which will tc staged tomorrow.
would be discharged forthwith from they are to preserve their credit, could announce a funeral
service for
M.". Fii'ldiii
at noon today told a
Ills employment.
Governor McDonald, without which they cannot meet pub- a boy
"brutally tortured to death by representative of The
Optic that he
in the interests of the efficiency of lic requirements.
Jews with the ritual object," upon was
greatly pleased with the
the public service, should discharge
The industrial situation is still the heels of the acquittal of the
given him by the people of Las
Howell Earnest. If he does not dis somewhat
spotty. The reaction in the
Vegas.
He. says he will need three
charge him it will be a fair Inference steel trade continues, and production
As an individual, Beiliss might corn-as
tlme3
many assistants tomorrow.
that Earnest made the report In the is
being somewhat curtailed; lower imit murder. Any one might. As it Las Vegans are
urged to show their
manner he did at the instigation and
prices having thus far failed to act as happens, he did not The proof that
appreciation of Mr. Fielding and his
If he any
prompting of the governor.
particular stimulus upon others. cleared hiin in the eyes even of a company
in the pictures 8:
does discharge Mr. Earnest it will
There are indications that foreign prejudiced jury points in another di- tomorrow. by Aassisting
full program for the
show that the responsibility for the
steel will be landed on the seaboard rection. That will make little differ- in annHor
day s nrocedure annenrs
outrageous attacks on San Miguel to some
extent, but such orders prom- ence in the Russia of the Black Hun- - Lolumn of this
aper
county officials is upon Mr. Earnest. ise to be limited and not an
.
impor- dreds.
Furthermore, If he does not discharge tant factor in the steel
So
is little hope for that dark
There
Industry.
Earnest it will show that the govA cloistered mm of Visitation Concot- and backward country but in educaernor himself is largely responsible far as the tariff is concerned, the
ton and woolen Industries are feeling tion; and education waits upon poli- vent, in the suburbs of St. Louis, refor the groundless charges of the
its effects most severely. Quite a tical reform; and all the powers of cently saw the outside world for the
traveling auditor.
second time since she entered the inTho problem is stated. We. await number of our cotton mills are being privilege and absolutism are in league
stitution half a century ago. Her
New York World.'
orders
the
hard
hit
against
increasing
light
by
tta solving with a good deal of justi'
0
presence outside the convent was replaced for foreign fabrics, and the
fiable curiosity.
worse
woolen industry is in even
FOETIC TRIBUTE TO "GOLDEN
quired by a business transaction.
0
GOD"
that
condition, it being estimated
BETTERMENT ON
f
ot the woolen mills In
(By C. H. Stewart)
nearly
EXCHANGE
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
he country are idle, and that some
Ode to Romaine Fielding
of them will never be able to start
Chicago, Nov. 18 Wheat was nerThere are signs of betterment on again in competition with foreign Who reads the "Future" of the vous today on mixed advices. Open""he stock exchange. These are some- goods., Our textile industries are fur, ''classes,"
to
ing prices were
higher, but
what vague and spasmodic; neverthe- ther embarrassed Tby the high cost of Knows the feeling of the "masses,"
therewas a quick easing off, then a
less there are reasons for taking a raw materials; and the demands of See' that story, yet untold,
little rally. The close was weak, at
somewhat more, hopeful view of the 22,00.") operators in Full River for an Lfke the .history of old,
.
to
t a net loss of
A little more firmness was shown
outlook, and this in spite of serious advance in wages at this time is ex- When the "People" have tov'fight,''
"uncertainties which still remain. The ceedingly inopportune, showing as it For the thing they know is "right,"
by corn at first on the continued
most tangible form of improvement does 'a failure on the
part of labor "When the "Rich" hoard glittering gold of unsettled weather on hardening of
has been in the Mexican situation. leaders to recognize depressing econ- For the things they never sold.
Arfgentina offers. First figures were
Premier Asquith's speech in London omic conditions.
Tread the "Poor" and "suffering" low, unchanged to'8!4 up, but trade was
on Monday last was largely responsi- - Perhaps the most discouraging of; Then "The People strike the blow.' light and there was a
slight reaction.
Ijle for this change.
Mr. Asquith'all influences Is the indiscriminate, In I :50 you may attain
The close was easy, Vi to
cents
mane m piam mat whiit, Great Britain attitude of
lower.
hostility at Washington National "Honor" Friend Romaine.
r.id not intend to in anv war nior. and in
Some early buying by leading houB- many state capitals toward Napoleon, from oblivion sprung,
fere with Mexican affairs, British
capital and business In general. It And "Old France" with praises wrung es put a little firmness in oats after
:IU' were distinctly with, the seems Impossible for legitimate busi Greatest soldier of the age.
an irregular opening,
lower to
s.'intt
stales. The moral effect of ness interests to secure a fair hear- That ever glistened on History's page. higher.
ihis attitude was not at first thorThe provisions market ranged from
ing in our legislatures; and in one You may startle the world today
oughly comprehended. As France form or another big business is being By only acting in that "Play,"
the same figures as the last close
find England are Inj many respects In
constantly struck at Injuriously by all That in years to com may bring,,. to a decline of 5 cents. The closing
close accord on international affairs,
sorts of IcKifiisiive devices, such as Unto this nation, "The Real Thing." quotations were as follows:'
.
rat a' regulations.' repressive Lahor and Capital cannot ride.
Wheat, Dec. 85; May 90.
"ad of England in Mexican affairs. Uwb, opmih-ut- Corn,
Dec. '70; May 70.
taxes, etc. If con- Very much longer side by side, "
l;oia of these countries have financial tinued, such tactics will drive capital The "Poor" grow worse, the "Rich."
Oats, Dec. 38; May '42 4.
i'i :V;co, c it it: Lr.rn't into iudniti. or out of ihe country,
Increase,
Pork, Jan.
May $20.6?.
f - - 01 ( f l' e X'n'tcd Et.'ti s; to the detriment of capital and labor The "Poor" feed the sheep, the "Rica Lard, Jan. $20.62;
$10.02; May $11.10.
r ' '
C- take the fleece.
imany world alike. What is now more wanted
Jan.
Ribs,
$10.95; May $11.05.
' t s
i Van gee in "The Future" Hi
y rati C?r-- than anvihimr sW is sanltv at
prospects
f
d.
of war,
;irn H'.- nrcimiice r :';. i Cfv
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Olhe-wk- 'e
,
Events Cast Their Shadow
Kansas ICJSr, Nor. IS. iress,." re
t
h!!'Iti.sw,
ceipts 23,000. Market 5 cents lower.

....
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,

.

of the market indicated

that the recent decline had discounted the effect of overcharging bearish influences. Suspension of Inside selling on
advices and concentration of buying
orders in high grade stocks roused
the list at times, from its sluggishness.
Irregularity or London prices for
American stocks was without effect
on opening quotations here, and transactions in this market for foreign ac- counts were small. Some active

day's venture and prices went easily
to the highest. The last sales were
as follows:
... 70
Amalgamated Copper
.....107
Sugar, bid
Athcison ...
, 92,
Northern Pacific
.'..107
60
Reading ,. ,
fluence.
Southern Pacific
.....86
150
The market closed firm. Stocks Union Pacific
65
were in scarce supply when the room United States Steel
traders attempted to even up on the United States Steel, pfd
..105
(
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stocks made gains of a point, but the
average advance was hardly more
Bonds were
..than half that amount.
steady.
Profit taking cancelled most of the
rise in Union Pacific. Recessions
e
otherwise were small and prices
from apathy than any other in-
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ENTIRE COAT AND SOU

GREATLY

REDUCED

PRICES

After carefully examining our Ready.Made department, we find that
we have slightly cverestimated'the amount of Ready-HadSuits and Coats
we should have bought. This is due to the continued open warm weather.
Our rule is to open each season with an entirely new stock of Garments
If we do that next season, we are compelled to close out our stock at reduced prices right now when people necd the goods
e

:

WHAT WE DO

;

$15 and S17.50 Coats

and Suits, Newest Styles. Each

$ 12. CD

$20 and $22.50 Coats and Suits. Newest Styles, Each . . . 15.00
4
CH . I CTA
(PIC
C..!l. newest. auuI ouns,
aau soj voais
styles, Each 21.GQ
$32.50 $37 and $37.50 Coats and Suits. Newest Styles
2G.OQ
--

"

A.

r- .

ftT

The Recollection of Quality Remains

-

.1

;'

i

d

;

2TSS357

.in

White Shirt Waists
Reduced 25 Per Cent

All

One Lot of White Waists.
Worth up to $1.75. Your
Choice for

98 Cents

Ladies' Hats Specially
Priced
$1.50 IIas, Latest Models,
Each..
$5.50 Hats, Latest Models,
Each

Se.SOnats.'Latest'ModeisV
Each
$7.50 Hats, Latest Models.

Each....
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E.LasVecas,
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"Journal

j
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D. W. Condon,

business

the coal man, Is a
"visitor in Santa. 'Fe ithis

U. S. BLUFFING IS

OPEIi

BELIEF HELD IN

IB

OF

iJJf

STAGED

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

18,

STR1KE IN AFRICA '
Dirban, Natal, Union of South
Nov. IS. The strike of east In- labore.r
spread today to the
ec"uth coast, Practically every one of
workmen of East Indian
the S''hl& down his tools
bloodin .SM

1913

FIVE

our

Conservatism, Reliability, Pro- -

POLICIES

'
..
at noon.
bteen
Thus far the ."Mirers hav
comparatively peaceable but serk.ous
disorders may break out at any mo
(Continued From Page One.)
(Continued From Page One.)
ment. ,
III feeline: amon? the Fast Indiana
number of men engaged on either charge will be made. Several
naa be(m consIderably augmented by
i
side.
teams drawing cannot will plunge into; two incidents ye8terday;
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F. M. DeMango of Los Angeles arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
short busings visit.
Mr. and irtrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral
Hill came in yesterday evening for a
few days' stay in Las Vegas,
A. Hallenbeck of Chico, N. M., came
in yesterday evening and will be a
visitor here for several day.
Mayor R. J. Taupert returned last
night from Santa Fe, where he has
been serving on a jury for the past
lew days.
A. L. Robinson of Colorado Springs
came In yesterday evening and will be
a business visitor In Las Vegas for
several days.
J. C. Llndland and W. F. Allison of
Kansas City, were business visitors'
in Las Vegas today. They are connected with railway work.
F. E. Clark, a well known representative for an Albuquerque business
house, came in last night for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Golik of Miami,
Ariz., who have been visiting relatives
in Las Vegas for the past few weeks,
left last night for their home.
Mrs, J. E. McMahon and daughter,
Miss Mary McMahon, left this afternoon for their home in Clovls, where
they will visit for several days.
Frank '.' McNamara, representative
for the Carson Pierle Scott company
of Chicago, was a business visitor at
the local dry goods stores today.
R. E. Baer arrived in Las Vegas
yosferday evening from his home at
Albuquerque and' will be a business
visitor here for the next few days.
J. C. Brown, auditor for the western
divis'on of the Fred Harvey system,!
was a business! visitor In Las Vegas
yesterday. He left last night for La
'
Junta.
We are placing all our $8 and $10
hats on sale for $5 during the entire
week.
Come
early and get your
choice.
For cash only. Mrs. Stand-ish- .
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larlties that it Is possible to produce.
That Is why Foley Kidney Pills are
the best medicine for the purpose
you can buy. O. O. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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New Stone Tower Light House

last

is

at Vineyard Haven.

DAY OF THE RACE

HOWEVER, LACKS
PRODUCTION,
THE PUNCH POSSESSED
BY PREDECESSORS

"Officer 666" is full of comedy, but
the punch possessed by some
of the plays that have been here this
.;.
season, The fun is not as spontaneous as it might be, though there are
many clever lines In the piece.
The company which produced "Officer 666" at the Duncan opera house
last hlght got away with the task before It in commendable style, and the
audience was pleased with the efforts
of the actors. The stage properties
were handsome, as were the gowns
worn by the women. The real fanny
person of the play was a chap who
went under the name of Barnes. He
wore to begin at the groundfloor
and work upward a pair of white
epats, trousers that were tight enough
to require a shoehorn for entrance
and exit, one of those cutaway effect
coats and a tall eillc hat, all of which
garments, Including the hat, looked
as though they had been slept In. The
pentleman within the clothing pulled
a good line of comedy, aided by thp
clothes.
"Officer 666" was the usual muddle-leadecopper that the comic writ-ertell us exists in the big cities.
"Alfred Wilson," the villain of the
piece, was such a coolheaded thief
and such an admirer of real art that
one could but feel grateful that he
made his escape.
The play as a whole was enjoyable
while It was beins; presented, but it
contained little of the. clever dialogue
imd funny situations over which one
ormld1 chuckle for days after his de
parture from the theater.

it hasn't

Boston Seamen's Friend 8oolety Erect
It In Memory of the Dead of the
Merchant Marine Chaplain
Originates Idea.

CONTEST FOR JACOBY'S PRIZES
WILL CLOSE ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Boston. A unique and striking me
morial structure is the new stone towMiss Edith Wright still holds the er in the form of a lighthouse, erected
This at Vineyard Haven, Martha's Vinelead in the Jacoby contest.
in memory ot dead seamen of
was
24.
MO. yard,
her
standing
morning
the merchant marine, by the Boston
Should she continue at this rate there Seamen's Friend society. The tower
Is little doubt but that she will win is practically completed, although two
iirst place. The standing ot ihe other bronze tablets, one bearing the dedicontestants Is as follows : Edwin Ros- cation, and the other the names of the
men hurled in the shadow of the
enthal, 17,012; Mis Ivan Bloom,
have yet to be placed. The
tower,
Miss Audrey Burns, 12,777; Max
Boston Seamen's Friend society main
Weld, 11,914; C. C. Gero, 10,614; Fred tains a Bethel at
Vineyard Haven,
Lewis, 10,604.
with a chaplain who has charge of
Only one more day is left for the both the spiritual and the physical
contestants in which to work, and welfare of the seafarers who put Into
some changes in the figures are look- port there.
,
The chaplain, Madison Edwards,
All
ed for, according to "Daddy."
votes for this contest must be In be originated the idea of such a memorial
Ave years ago. Funds to the amount
fore tomorrow evening bo that they
of nearly $50d were collected from the
can bo sent to New York before the seamen In the harbor, and the work
contest closes,
was undertaken by Edwards' assistant,
That Itomauie Fielding will win Austin Tower, who built the monuthe national popularity contest 13 now ment from specifications obtained from
almost an established fact, as votes the TJ. S. lighthouse board. Mr. EdIn the Bethel boat, the Helen
for him will be fired In, in one con wards,
16,-92-

tinual stream after today. "Daddy"
has not been sleeping on the job and
may startle the others in the popular
ity contest before the week oris.
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Make Them Better If They
Could
The makers of Foley Kidney Pllla

Would

' ".n

that they have absolutely the
combination ot curative and
Thealinii
medicines for kidney and
Madder ailments and urinary irreeru

' pot

"CASCARETS"

ALWAYS

STRAIGHTEN YOU UP
HEADACHY
WHEN CONSTIPATED,
BILIOUS, STOMACH SOUR
BREATH BAD
box now.
Get a
You men and women who can't get
feeling
rightwho have headache,
Icoated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bil
ious, nervous and upset, bothered
with a sick, gassy, disordered etom
ach, or have backache and feel worn

out

Are you keeping your bowels clean
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour
undigested, fermented food and foul
gases; take the excess bile from the
DENTISTS
liver and carry out of the system all
the constipated waste matter and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
poison in the bowels.
Dentist
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
Dental work of any description at
box
you out by morning a
moderate prices
from any drug store will keep your
Room 1. Center Block. Tel Main I3f
stomach sweet; liver and bowels reg
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
head clear for months
ular, and
Don't forget the children. They love
Professional Health Culture for Ladles Cascarels because they taste good
never gilpe or sicken. Adv.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiHunger the Best Sauce
Sauce is used to create an appetite.
cure, Chiropody.
The right way Is to look to the diges
Hotel Romaine
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. tion. When that Is good you are cer
tain to relish your food. Chamberlain's Tablets Improve the digestion

nHlCHESTER S PILLS
A
TUB IHAIIOMI 1SIIANI.(
l.adi', .. A!, y tur lma!at for j
'ht.t!iH-n-VIHbinonU Hrnnd
Pil'.r, in l!i J .mil UoU
hon-smrt 1'luo fci'bon.
'i Mini n aihrr. Bur of jrotir
A.k
l U-i-for t3
l!KAa 1'ILI.S.Kelial
lit t, f
Always
yc.irs ktunvji

10-ce-

C4RIUAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

sign:painting
IIER.MAN

and create a healthy, appetite.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
WATERWAYS

N. O.

For

CONFERENCE

Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 18. With a
429 GRAND AVE
arge and representative attendance,
the sixth annual convention of the
Atlantic Deeper Waterways associa
tion met in this city today for a four
days" session. The visitors, who came
FUttiSITUREANaaj
from all eastern sections of the coun
imusEimLD
try, were greeted by a gayly decoratBOUSH1 HMO SOLO
ed city, and on every side were re& inu3ULPU
minded that the whole state of Flori1 1711 OlUmtlonul A re.
da was trying to make the meeting
1
a memorable one.
The opening session was held this
rz
afternoon In the rooms of the Jack
sonville Board of .Trade. President
Che
J. Hampton Moore of Philadelphia
MERCHANTS CAFE called the gathering to order and delivered the opening address. The del
The.Best Place to Eat
egates men nsienea to greetings extended in behalf of the state of FlorCrcaUast, Dinner or Supper
fj ida, the city of Jacksonville and the
ia Las Vegas
local commercial bodies.
The sessions of the next three days
;:
C. C. CLAYTON,
rrop will be devoted to the consideration
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
of plans for river and harbor improve
Next to Ponlal Telegraph Office
v ments along the Atlantio seaboard
and the carrying out of the project for
a chain of inland waterways stretch
ing from Massachusetts to Florida
The advantage of this Inland waterLET US SEK3 YGU A KAN
way system, It ia claimed, would be
cheaper freight rates, less loss of life
To put onr New Metal
from marine disasters, and benefit to
si
at"?
the navy in case of war.
mi
(!'(:' ai; I windows to keep
out ( aUl ami
in damp, chilly weather there ts
always a larsre. demand, for. BAl
ft K"ff f
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SOMETIMES. NEED

&e

oe OPTIC

Beat of Human Qualities Frequently
Come to the Front Under Such
Circumstances.
'

Many great human qualities come
to their best in a life of comparative
illation. A big tree, an oak or an elm,
standing out in an open field has a
toughnes9 of fiber, a spread of boughs
and roundness of Bhape that are never
seen in a tree that stands In the
woods. So people get individuality by
t,
being much alone. They become
more relying on themselves.
They gain clear opinions by thinking
things over, and thinking them out to
their necessary conclusion. They acquire Inflexibility of purpose by fac- RATES
ing obstacles and conquering them.
The pioneers of our country and the
fathers of the republic were such men.

The projectors of great undertakings
carried through triumphantly have acquired their power in this way. The
country is the natural nursery of such
qualities. People are wanted on the
farms to raise corn and grow stock
for the markets; hut they are wanted
there far mare for the training of manhood and womanhood In moral worth,
in religious sensibility, In all the traits
of a strong, upright personality. In the
future as never heretofore, our cities,
with their multiplying wealth and lavish luxury, are Hkely to need the.coun-trfor that steady renewal of their
better life which shall keep them from
relaxing Into sensuality and sinking
into decay.
PREHISTORIC

OF

AGE

Curly-Heade-

Jurors.

d

"Challenged!"

"Challenged here, too."
Then, as the
juryman
departed with an angry flush, the tipcurly-heade-

d

staff whispered:

"Challenged, you see, by prosecution
and defense alike. I tell you what It
la, nobody ever wants a
man on a Jury.
"Lawyers tell me that they don't like
jurors because such fellows are always conceited and stubborn and are apt to cause jurors to disagree.
men conceit"Why are
ed and stubborn? Well, the lawyers
say they're spoiled in childhood. Curly
HOTELS HIS WAI
hair being regarded as a sign of beauthey are petted and favored by
St Louis Rural Visitor Camps In Lob- ty,
their mothers outrageously.
Then,
bies of Big Hostelries to "Wait
when they grow up the girls pet and
for Train."
favor them. The path of a curly head
Is strewn with roses roses scattered
A
from
Louis.
visitor
St.
rural
as
you might say, by the white hands
"near Jefferson City," six feet three
inches tall, and imbued with a be- of the ladies.
"The result is that
men
lated Labor day spirit and several
other kinds of spirits, came to St. think they know it all. They are as
vain as peacocks and as obstinate as
Louis, and like many other strangers
went out for a stroll before train time. n.uleB. Therefore, they can't get on a
When he became tired he walked Into Jury at any price."
one of the most fashionable hot,els
near Forest park and sprawled himSimplicity Pays.
self out for a rest in a rocker in the
You know that man who assumes
center of the lobby. By. and by the superior airs, talks patronizingly of
clerk asked him for whom he was others, manages to squeeze In quite a
waiting, and the etranger replied "for dictionary of words In his ordinary
a train."
talk and conversation, and does not
The clerk explained that trains did seem to understand the value of simnot pass the hotel, and asked a po- plicity? Of course you do.
liceman to direct the ruraiite to the
Several men met In front of the
Union station. An hour later guests Bank Inn the other day, and Immeat another large hotel saw the strang- diately got into the deep waters of
er walk In, remove his shoes and set- political debate.
tle down for a quiet sleep. Again a
"And now," said the principal speakpoliceman was called and again the er, pompously, after an eloquent flow
stranger replied he was "waiting for of language, "perhaps you will coina train." This time the policeman cide with me."
accompanied him on a etreet car to
"Why, yes, thanks, old man," anthe Union station.
swered a
individual, moving
At the station the stranger, still
towards the door of the inn. "I don't
of
his
mistakes,
blissfully Ignorant
care if I do."
remarked: "Fine lot of stations you
in
this town."
got
Not a Spiritual Need.
A clergyman was preaching in a
Would Marry a Poor Girl.
church one Sunday evening.
Vienna
Because he learned that strange
While at supper at the vicarage afthis fiancee, Mrs. Gustav, Mahler,
erward a ring came at the bell. The
widow of the composer, had a prt
maid entered and said: "Please, sir,
Tate income of 10,000 a year,
man at the door who says
the famous painter, has brok- there is a to
he wants
speak to the preacher."
en off his engagement to her. He de- The
clergyman, thinking he was goclared that he thought their combined
ing to' Interview some one, got up
incomes would be "too much" and with
and went into the hall.
that he w&nta to toarry a poor gii'l. Here alacrity
he saw a tall, powerful-lookinman about his own, size. "Well, my
Wife Forced Him t Coefc.
good man, what can I do for you?"
New York. Answering Mb wife's he ashed,
thinking of the other spirHpparaiton suit, Goodwin Eosenblum itually.
"Well, sor, I was thinking,
of this city filed a stailrsf cmmtermiH wlilla I was
to yer preachcharging that bis wife compelled Mm ing, is tow yer mir lit have a pair of
1
to cuok h'a own meals, wanh s.i dry trousers as would tit Mi"
dlshne and scrub the floors.
curly-heade- d

curly-heade-

curly-heade-

d

curly-heade-

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday
night ai
munication first and O. R, C. hall, on Donglas avenue at
third Thursday la 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corsaoh month. Vial tint dially welcome. J. C.
Wertz, Preat-dent- ;
brothera cordially
J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. H.
Win. P. Mills, Bally, Treasurer.
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CLASSIFIED

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lesa space than two
All
linee
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually cet
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

M

8

Petten, Beoratary.

.

LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 8,
T E M PLAJt Reg- -

LOCAL TISiE CARD

.
flar conclave
oay In each aumth at Ma-onTamvia at T:
a. o. H
KlaloL . C; Com. Tamme.
No.

V
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la

East Bound

Arrive
Depart
9:10 p. m... 9: IK p. n
.11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. n.
. 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m
.1:45 p. m... 2:10 p. m
West Bound
'
Arrive
Depart
. 1:20 p. ni...
1:45 p. m
6:10 a. m... 6:15 a. m
4:20 p. m. . . 4:30 p.
.
6:35 p. m.
7:00 p. it

2.

.

No. i
No . 4.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
3, ROY-- No. 10.
u Mum MASON8-Reg- ular
con
vocation nrst Monday in
each month "at Masonic No.
.
Temple at 7:30 p. ni. H. No. 3.
"a.u, xa. r.; t: u. No. 7.
Blood, Secretary.
No. 9.
1

y

RELiC

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ".WAYS HANDLED

COLUMN

mal have now been found.. The Bkull
Itself is about 36 Inches in length,
and seems to be water worn. The
leg bones are short and thick, and
this goes to support the theory that
the animal was a rhinoceros.

wards and some of the visiting sailors
in hoisting into place the cap that
crowns the tower. This cap alona
welgh3 about a ton, and was placed
by a derrick rigged for the purpose
The cap is supported by slabs, and be
tween these have been fitted panes ol
colored glass. The whole is surmount
ed by a weather vane, which stands 21
feet from the ground.

1913.

ISOLATION

i
went to the islands of Naushon and
Nashawena, nearby, for field stone of Discovery In Germany Has Aroused
suitable size from the rocky hills. It
Antiquarians In All Parts
is estimated that over 30 tons of small
ol the World.
Btone were brought across for the purpose. The trimmings are of granite.
The bones of a monster believed to
The work was done by Mr. Tower be 20,000 years old were recently dis
In spare time, with the aid of Mr. Ed- covered in the garden of a mansion
at Perivale, near Ealing, Germany.
This recent find has led to tha beliel
that a skull of curious formation, un
earthed twelve years ago, is that of a
rhinoceros of the Pleistocene period,
arid probably about 20,000 years old.
Authorities have pronounced the head
to be that of a prehistoric monster.
When the excavations were made
.... 4
I 1
there were also discovered parts of a
Roman wall, several human skulls,
coins and spears. The rhinoceros'
skull was found .underneath a shed
which has been standing for 300
years, and the foundations of which
consisted of concrete to a consider
able depth. It was in the course of
removing this concrete and digging
some yards below that the discovery
was made. As little Importance was
attached to it, the skull was given
to the gardener, who handed It over
to his children as a plaything. The
lower jaw, teeth, and legs of the ani

Stone Tower at Vineyard Haven, Erected as Memorial to Sailor of Mer
chant Marine.

18,

.
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O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO

meets every Monday evening ai
ATTOKNEYao
their hall on Sixth 8trn.t ah
llOUU(
brethren cordially invited to attend
HUNKER & HUNKER
.
si iwb, in. u.; uug iehman, V O George A. Hunker, Chester A. Huniej
Attorneyg-at-Lai. ivi. uawood, secretary; Karl Wertz
Las Vegas. '
New Metle
Treasurer;' C. V. Hedeeoefe
Woman for
general Trustee.
1100 Seventh street.

OPTIC

NUMIE.

MAI

i.

a

Wanted

ro.r.

WANTED
housework.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
For irrigated or dry
fourth Tuesday evening of each
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad- month Elks' home on
Ninth street and
dress H, care Optic,
aventte.
Douglas
brothers
Visiting
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

TO TRADE

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Fur aie

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITbuys a nicely furnished
house in good location; good
COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
barn and chicken houses. Cheaper W. O. w; hall, Sixth street, on the
unfurnished. Call at 1026 Fifth
tiTBt,
and third Mondays of each
street.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flersman, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
THREE rooms for light housekeeping, Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
or two bedrooms, 521 Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.
3,000.00

For tlent

A
!

FOR RENT Desirable front room in L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue.
fourth Thursday evening eac:
'
Phone Purple 5501.
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visitln,
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable Davis, Dictator; P, A. Linn
Secretary
neigh horhood, newly painted, 'pa- J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE
NO. 54
pered, electric lights. Low rate,
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Tue
first
every
Phone Purple 5301.
day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock f
FOR RENT To

t

!

It s giving you
a present for do- i ing something
you'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR reefy is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

lady or gentleman m.
Visiting brothers are cordially it,
employed,
comfortable, furnished vlted. Isaac
Appel, President; Charle
room; no health seekers. Phone
Greenclay, Secretary.
5301.
Purple

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl?
Love at Woodmen of the World bar.
on the second and fourth Mondays U'
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting
quarter of the state public dinners members are especially welcoon
and banquets were given, at which cordially Invited.
every item on the menu was raised
or manufactured in Georgia.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
f urth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K. ; Frank Angel, P. S.
"GEORGIA PRODUCTS DAY"
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 18. Two hundred
cities and towns of Georgia today oh
served "Georgia Products Day" in
compliance with a proclamation is
sued by Governor Slaton. In every

TLUUK

I

SILVER
:

FRENCH-GRE-

ac

Y

(STER-

V

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

BEAUTIFY YOUR N Alii

d

red-nose- d

Koko-chask-

g

RETAIL PRICES
MAKE IT THICK, GLOSSY, WAVY,
LUXURIANT AND REMOVE
ALL DANDRUFF

Your hair becomes light, wavy,
fluffy, abundant and appears as soft,
lustrous and beautiful as a young
girl's after a "Danderlne hair cleanse."
Just try this moisten a cloth with
a little Danderlne and carefully draw
it through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive
oil and. In just a few moments you
have doubled tie beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once.
Danderlne dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping Itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from any druggist or toilet counter, and just try it.

.....20c per

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lie., Each Delivery
Less than 50 I be., Each Delivery

AGO

A

100 lb.
100 lb.
108 let101 lbs.
108 lbs.

...25c per
..30c per
40c per
...50c per

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors ot. Nataral Ice, the Pnrttj aa
Qualities ot Whleh Have Made Lai Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

(

Adv.
ALA.

F. L. Willis,
suffered greatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no relief until I took Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It entirely removed
those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and comfortable condition of the throat and
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cros
Drug Store. Adv.
BIRMINGHAM,
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BAIN WAGO N

FOREVER

Panic-stricke-

CARTER.
Blair occupied a studio In an
district of New York, at
Mo very top of
the lodging-houswhere rooms could be obtained without board for sums varying from two
to seven dollars weekly. Blair liked
the place because it was solitary, and
had stipulated that his room was not
to bo cleaned. There he established
himiself with ninety-fivdollars and
the paraphernalia of his trade.
He calculated that the money would
last him just long enough for the
completion of his great stained glass
window for the Church of the Annunciation. The agreement was for payment upon delivery, and Blair knew
hat his first commission would lead
to n;any others. He had eight weeks
In which to complete the work, and
he had spent two sketching and pacing the floor, smoking innumerable
cigarettes while his ideas took form
'
in his mind.
He could not fix the Image of the
angel. His ideas, shaddwy at first,
had .gradually crystallized into a wo
man's face that he had never seen. I
Sometime-!-, he would wander through
j
the streets looking for her, but he
never found her.
However, even without this he could
produce a satisfactory piece of work
fie knew that and worked hard. His
unintentional frown when he met
jther roomers on the stairs soon
aught them to leave him alone. He
iad the reputation of being a crank,
i hut
was what Mrs. James, the land-aitold Miss Lucy Dexter.
"I'm sorry that I must give you the
,'oom next, to his, my dear," she said
:o the girl, "but as you can't pay
rore than two that's the only one
can let you have at the price,
here's only his room and yours on
top floor, but I guess he won't
.iiiioy you, if you don't - mind his
By HAROLD
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& Co,

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HalM Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

'

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

i

'

V.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department
axe prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid cn Time Deposits

mm nines

r.ut Delia did miud his frown ter-- :
She had not been long in New

lily.
Vnrk,

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

Wholesalers

"You Don't Understand."
He never looked at Miss Dexter, but
buried by, and as time passed her
presence only seemed to irritate him
the more.
Delia's
heart was
sympathetic
touched by Blair's appearance. She
Sought he did not have enough to
rat. She did not know that It was
overwork and worry that caused him
to get thinner and more haggard-lookinas the weeks went by. In fact
half the allotted time had gone and
the masterpiece was hardly begun.
Gradually a thought came into
Delia's head. She would help him,
.despite himself. He need never know
who it was that watched over him,
but, lonely herself, she would help
others as lonely. She formed a very
daring plan.
She had come to know the routine
of Blair's daily life. Every evening
at six o'clock he would lock his door
.

A XV-- '

i
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i
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out to the cheap restaurant
where he ate his supper. The rest of
his meals he cooked in his studio, but
the supper hour waB unvarying. As
he became, used to her presence he
ceased to notice her at all. And one
for event hapevening a
pened. Blair left his door unlocked.
That was Delia's opportunity. He
would not return for tin hour, and one
can do a great deal In an hour. Softly she crept in, armed with a broom
and a duster. She was going to tidy
his room for him.
When she had entered she looked
round her in amazement. She saw
the bed, without j, sign of linen, in
one corner; in another a little gas
stove and a table, with a couple of
chairs. And the floor was a perfect
rubbish-heaof broken glass and
paints and varnies. She did not
know that all these fragments ol
glass were the unpleced portions o!
the great window.
First she sorted, but the cans and
placed them In orderly array against
the wall. Then she gathered the
glass fragments together and put
them In a heap upon the floor. Then
taking her duster, she mounted a
chair and began to wipe the cobwebs
from the walls.
All the while she was listening in
tently for a step on the stairs; yet
and
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Watch this Space for Christmas Gift
Soestions From Now Until Christmas

Las Vegas;vLight

&. Power Co.
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Nothing in rural New .England if
finer than the outburst of wild rose)
which begins about the middle of
June and in some places lasts until
the end of September. The wild rose
bushes are frequently found clustering along the old stone walls whK-were formerly In great abundant.--annow are more and more rare!.'
found dividing the hillside or seashore
farms into pasture lots or corn fiei
j
or orchards. If there was any one
New
product which
England generous
ly and even lavishly offered its mss
ters when they first began to eleiit
its wilderness, it was the nmteiiui,.
for stone walls. They were Impartially distributed under a3d over iu
soil. The stones were of every t'r.
and shape; there were huge onet
the lower courses and graduated
ones to pile on top. In many pla..
they could be made double thickness
with hollows to fill in with superf!
ties. That often failed to exhaust
supply'. It is odd that they were r
used more for building houses, ev- -i
as they found their place In lin:
'
deep wells where hung specimen.1; "
the old oaken bucket. Of late
along the seashore, t rch1
tects having cast their eyes on tliuL
and seen in them artistic possilniitier
the farmers have been glad to sell at
rather high, certainly at grow- in:
ly
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We canljsupply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything 'in the line of office
supplies.

Chapman.)

Roes in Profusion During
Summer Months Have a Charm
That All Enjoy.

WNild

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

ILFELD COMPANY
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NEW ENGLAND'S REAL BEAUTY

prices.
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ter.
"Are these yoars?" he demanded.
"Yes, I see they are, and I have to
thank you for making a bear's garden
of my studio and destroying the work
of weeks," he exclaimed. In tones that
Delia had never heard addressed to
'
her before.
"I I wanted to help you," the girl
stammered. "I thought "
But how could she tell him what
she had thought that he was as lonely as she, that he had no one to care
for him. The tears came into her
eyes, and finding it impossible to re- strain then she put her handkerchief
to her face and sobbed.
Already dishevelled by her long
work in the studio, she felt that her
hair was loosening, and, putting her
hand to her head to make it secure,
only succeeded In letting the whole
auburn mass tumble about her shoulders.
There was a long silence.' Delia
dared not look up, but she dared not
go back into her room, for she felt
that her crime was too deep not to
need requital.1
Suddenly she felt two hands on her
shoulders. Mr. Blair had actually
done that; he dared to swing her
round so that the light from the hall
window fell upon her face.
"You are wonderful!' he exclaimed.
"Mr. Blair!" said Delia indignant-

."Wonderful! You are my angel!'!
where she supported herself
"How dare you say that to me!"
a stenographer in a law office. cried
Delia, and then it was Blair's
and
was
and
homesick
;io
unhappy,
turn to be apologetic.
tie had no friends at all.
"You don't understand. I don't
lUair scowled dreadfully when he mean that sort of
angel," he explained.
ume to realize that the room next "The angel that I was
trying to do
:i his was taken, and by a woman.
In glass when you so happily destroyed my efforts. Now you must
sit to me. I have still time to do
my picture."
And when he had explained they
felt themselves to be fast friends for
ever.
But long before the great window
had been completed and brought Blair
the first of his many triumphs, he
had decided that Delia was to be that
sort of angel after all. And Delia
thought so too.

Direct from the Indian Reservations Large Assortment fine colorings - unique patterns all

CHARLES

so busily did she work that she did
not know how time was passing un
til the sound of Blair's tread tw
flights down startled her. She lost
her balance, tried to regain it, and
toppled down with a crash upon the
pieces of glass.
she picked herself up
and fled, leaving the broom and dus
ter behind. She ran into her room
and locked the door, and waited in an
agony of suspense to hear Blair enter
his room.
She heard the door close, heard a
loud exclamation, heard the door fly
open. And there came a hammering
at her own. Delia waited, breathless,
silent. He would not go away. He
rapped louder. In terror she sprang
to her feet and opened. Blair was
standing outside, red with anger. In
his hands he held the broom and dus-

ancestors or the original owners of
the land had created at such cost r:
lame backs and sweaty forhenK
The disappearance of them has canst1;!
a considerable loss in the ' pictures-quenesof many localities. Arour.c'
'.hem; clustered the wild rose bushc:
and the delicate pink blossoms lookt
like' exotic butterflies. Wild roses
stand picking very well;
ntiicUIy drop their petals or fade av.- -y
when put into vases; but if not interfered with they keep up a Bwef-succession of blossoms, and often one
may see the jeweled humming-birposing over them, perfectly motionless, apparently, though his wings are.
frizzing like a dynamo, then darting
off like a coal of fire.

1
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Not Suited to White People.
Colonization offers! serious problem
for the advocates of a "white Australia." North Queensland is within that
boundary of 20 dgTees north and
south of the equator in which white

men may live. But they cannot take
their wives there .and found families.
So the doctor sate. And the doctor
has rioted that whereas the first
of whites does well, the second and tha third lead down to the
failure of the iourUi.

gen-eratlo- n

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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Your Thanksgiving
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CHICKEN
OYSTERS
AND OTHER GOOD THINGS

TURKEY

New Sour

f'J

Jersey Sweet Potatoes. Oxford Fruit
Ca.ke

5 lb.

Tins, lb. Packages
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Trv flram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.-A- dv.
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All telks should meet at 8 a.
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Tomorrow night at Elks' club the B
Ward and Nolette teams will bowl. All
Klks and their ladies are invited to
witness this contest

-- --

Business seemed to be at a lull
this morning, and there were times
when a gatling gun might have been
fired down the main thoroughfares
without injury to anyone. The cause
was that practically all those who
could get away visited the hills west
of the city where Romaine Fielding
is staging his big picture,
H
Activity In the sheep business has
practically closed in the vicinity of
Las Vegas for this fall. The shipping of these animals to Colorado this
year has been the largest known for
several years. A number of large
sheep owners still have a number of
carloads yet to ship, but the big rush
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NOTICE TO ASSEMBLE WILL BE GIVEN BY NINE TAPS OF
TUB B. ROMERO HOSE COMPANY'S
BELL, GIVEN IN GROUPS
OF THREE WITH AN INTERVAL BETWEEN.
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Ibe Home of the Best of Everything Eatale

I
TAICHERT'S I UNDERWLR
STORE

1

Correct Garments for Men
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CLOTHING

Mrs. I.
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JUST ARRIVED
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BULK
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PICKLES,
DILLS, SOURS.
SWEETS. KRAUT
and SWEET RELISH
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Leavp Yriir Orders Here for Turkeys, Geese, Ducks and
Oiickens
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Merchants Cafe
Dinners
the Best Yet

ONLY UNDERWEAR

1,058

FULLY
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Union Suit
to Fit Must
Fit the Entire
A

are

Body......
have a line of UNION

We

SUITS that are made on
a new system of body

measurements and each
suit has. the KENOSHA
KLOSED- - CROTCH,

OVERLAND MODEL 59T

Telephone or call and we will have our demon
.strator show you

Las Vegas Aotcmcliiie 8 Mactiifie
Pbjne Main 344.
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GHEENBEHGER

ACCUSED

OF THEFT

Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 18. Judge J.
A. Riner in the United States district
court here today denied a motion to

quash the indictments against Lieu
tenant Joseph- -! Weir, U, S. A and
his wife, Mildred DeArmond Weir, and
the defendants were placed on trial.

BOUCHER'S

Wm. vVhalen, Prop,

t AND .W

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLES ALL AND RETAIL
nU1

ATTENTION
ELKS
All Elks and ladles and children
who are willing to participate In the
OVERRULED BY JUDGE big pageant In connection with Romaine Fielding's "Golden God" tomorrow are requested to register at
ASSOCIATE EDITOR OF LA VOZ the Lubln studio tomorrow morning
DEL PUEBLO GOES TO TRIAL
as early as 8 o'clock, if possible.
ON A LIBEL CHARGE
Women and children tn large numbers
will be needed In one of the scenes.
After listening all morning to ar- There will be no violence or rioting
guments of council upon the demurrer in this scene, and
will
(to the indictment charging F. M. appreciate the
of the
Chacon with criminal libel,
Judge Elks and their families.
David J. Leahy at noon today over
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
ruled the demurrer and ordered the
Exalted Ruler.
case to proceed to trial. This afternoon the trial began.
Judge Long,
who represents Chacon, associate editor of La Voz del Pueblo, a Spanish THAI?
newspaper of this city, in, arguing
that the Indictment be set aside, deTO CLEAR RECORD
clared that the true bill had not "been
signed by the district attorney. He
said there was nothing libelous In the ESCAPED LUNATIC IS BEING HAN
DLED LIKE FOOTBAjLL BY
article In La Voz concerning Manuel
C. de Baca. This is the article for
LAWYERS
the authorship of which Chacon was
Concord, N. H., Nov. 18. Judge
indicted.
Aldrich In the federal court
Judge Long argued that the use of
the word "bought" which, it Is alordered the rearrest of Harry K.
leged, was used jn connection with Thaw on the strength of the extrathe alleged, conversion of de Baca dition warrant issued recently by
from the ranks of tne democracy to Governor Felker. "This was done to
that of the republican party, was not clear the record, tout eounsel immelibelous,
judge Long declared that diately engaged in an argument over
he Was "bought " tn AefonA C.harnn the custody of the prisoner, and the
and that Judge Leahy was "bought" new arrest was delayed pending the
to sit as judge. The Judge corrected decision of the court on certain
Judge Long, saying he was "employThe arrest was ordered at a heared" and not bought.
It is likely that the case of Chacon ing before Judge Aldrich on Thaw's
will be a hardfoueht
battle. amended petition for a writ of haIpfirnl
District Attorney Charles W. fi. Ward beas corpus and also on the motion
of the state of New York that the
is conductinga the Y imit!iM.
One IndictmAnf hn.--i hpn returned habeas
proceedineh he dis.
by the grand jury up to noon today. missea. , ...
William T. Jerome, deputy attorney
It waff brought In yesterday aftercolgeneral of New York, proposed that
noon and accuses Joe V- !i!
ored, of assaulting James Black, also Thaw be discharged and rearrested
on the extradition warrant. Counsel
colored, with a doartiy weapon.
for the defense objected.
After a conference between court
STATE TO MINE COAL
and counsel It was agreed that Thaw
Pueblo, Colo., Nov . 18. Petitions be discharged as a fugitive and rehave been placed in circulation here arrested on the extradition
warrant,
for the initiation of a law to be voted and the court so ordered: Because of
on at the next election, by which the a dispute over the
custody of the
state will be empowered to engage in prisoner proceedings were
suspended
the mining of coal on lands owned until later in the day. Thaw was in
by the state. Similar petitions will court accompanied by his mother.
be circulated in other cities of the
slate.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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DELICIOUS
EATABLES

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

s.

LATE TO CLASSIFY

You ought to eat

our

"Virginia" Bacon

v

tor The fiotlo

Don't drive your husband
down town by tearing up the
whole house.
Have your RUGS and
CARPETS cleaned as they
lay on the floor by the

V a c vi vi m
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Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

i

Cel'ery and Sweet Potatoes

1

Mora Vegetables

1

Cleaner

Phono Main

Fresh Oysters
Just In at

Co

CHACON'S DEMURRER IS

0
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that are sold by chest I
fneaswe alone fits the
chest only, It may be
4
loo long. or too short in
if'
rt
the watsiand in either
case you feel very un
comfortable.

for breakfast

Housecleaninjj

t

EVERYWHERE IS THE

STORES WILL CLOSE
All business houses in the city will
close tomorrow from 10 o'cloc!. in

j

o
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THE CI1Y GO TO

Our Sunday

FITS'

fi

il

Cooking
WHEN YOU WANT

THAT

Union Suits

The consumption of natural gas in
Ohio last, year greatly exceeded .in fOR SALE Good saddle. horse, broke
quantity and value that of any pre- ' to drive, perfectly gentle; will also
sell saddle and bridle. Address D.
ceding year, amounting to
cubic feet, valued at
B., care Optic.
tilisrrih

Biast

the most popular selling Stove in Las Vegas.

t

.

THAT'S FIT TO WEAR

LEWIS

the morning until 3 o'clock in- the
afternoon. There will be no excep
tions to these hours. It was rumored
thatthe grocery stores would cIqbc. all
day, but information received today
is that they will close only between
the hours mentioned. The business
houses on the West side also will
close between these hours, it Is understood. A petition was circulated
there and was freely signed by all
The following civil service exami- the business houses.
nations will bo held in this city on
the dates mentioned': December 8
Laboratory aid (male), salary $600 to GOVERNOmi'DONjtLD TO
I960; expert passenger-ratclerk
(male), salary $1,200. December
COME 10 LAS VEGAS
Manual training teacher (male),
22
$900.
December
Senior
salary
land appraiser (male), salary $1,800
to $3,600; sanitary chemist (male), THE EXECUTIVE WILL INSPECT
THE ROADS IN SAN MIGUEL
salary $1,800 to $2,500. January 7
COUNTY
Junior land appraiser (male), salary
On
account
a rainstorm Governor
of
For all other 'infor- $900 to $1,500.
McDonald
and
State
Engineer James
mation concerning these examinations
eee Oscar Llnberg at the local post-- A. French were unable to start from
Santa Fe this morning on the trip
office.
to Tecolote. Consequently the local
road boosters who planned to meet
FREDERICK PIERCE ILL
the governor and the state engineer
The following article appeared in were forced to give up the trip.
a Tecent Issue of the Danville Mes
Governor McDonald phoiied the
senger of Danville. Ky in regard to road commission this morning that he
the eon of Mrs. F. H. Pierce, formerly will come to Las Vegas, probably toof Las Vegas, who underwent an op night or tomorrow,' to. make an exameration for appendicitis lately:
ination with Mr. French of the roads
On' Sunday morning, Frederick, the here. They, aret coming or the sole
little son of Mrs. Frederick Pierce, of purpose of seeing how lad the roads
Owensboro, who is sending the winter are in this county and to offer aid
In Danville, was stricken by severe through the use of. the convict gang.
illness. Dr. Cowan was called and
The runway on the Camino Real,
found the little fellow suffering from about three miles south of Las Vegas,
a serlouB case of appendicitis. He was Is ready for state inspection, accordat once taken to the Danville ; and ing to a member of the road commisBovle county hospital, where a suc sion. It is now in use. A gravel bed
cessful operation was performed. He hai been discovered near this place
Is improving nicely and rapidly re which holds sufficient quantity of
Mrs. Pierce,
gaining his strength.
gravel to put the road from Romero-vill- e
who before marriage was Miss Wat-kinto Las Vegas in excellent condihas a number of relatives and tion.
is well known In Danville.

126,854,-659.00-
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All people who registered
meet OLt E. Romero Hose
House for identification card
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Yesterday afternoon and this morning were busy days for Guillermo
Garcia, the clerk, who Issues the marriage licenses in the office of County
Clerk Lorenzo Delgado at the court
house. The couples receiving licenses
to wed were: Abner Mathews, aged
23, of Cherryvale, and Miss Ethel
Leeming, aged 17, of East Las Vegas;
Pantaleon Archuleta, aged 40, and
Araminda Chavez, aged 19, both of
Cherryvale; James B. Baca, aged 21,
of Antonchico, and Margarita P. Ln-jaaged 13, of Las Vegas.
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students at those two institutions are
expected to attend school tomorrow
W
morning at the usual hour. As Boon
as it is learned that the aeroplane has
Ml taken
flight the students will be dis
1
i missed. All are expected to return
to school at the usual hour In the
afternoon. This announcement Is
made for the information of parents.

All soldiers meet at Armory

I

f

In wood.

hag closed.

rn., Wednesday, in front of
ILosen weJd's to go as a body,
in charge of Exalted Ruler
W. J. Mills, to fake peurt in
"Golden God."
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Superintendent Rufus Mead of the
city, schools and President Frank "H.
H. Roberts of the Normal University
aoifounced this afternoon that
all

4

,

The city basketball team will
at the armory tonight. All
are requested to be present C'i
ii
promptly at 7 o'clock.
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SeaJshipt Oysters
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Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye. aged 1
Direct from the distillery to
H you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. k

Pickles
New

Art
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New Dill Pickles
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Let Us Have Your Order for

-

1913

NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,

Apples Galore, Cranberries
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